
Occupy YourSelf: Inquiry, Insight, Vision & Action
A Summer Solstice Retreat

In most indigenous cultures, if you come to a healer or medicine person complaining of 
being disheartened, dispirited, or depressed, they ask from one of four questions. When 
did you stop dancing? When did you stop singing? When did you stop being enchanted 
by stories? When did you stop finding comfort in the sweet territory of silence? 
Have you stopped dancing, singing, being enchanted by stories, or finding comfort in 
silence, the loss of contact with your soul? Dancing, singing, storytelling, and silence 
are four universal healing salves.

Join Elders, Ellen, Pius, Erika, Satya, and Elena, at Centro d’Ompio, as we prepare 
ourselves to observe and celebrate The Summer Solstice.
 
We invite you to join us to ReVisit, ReVision and ReWrite the Future of Human Life on 
Planet Earth. ... Redeem the unread vision in the higher dream...” (T.S. Eliot / Ash 
Wednesday)

All sentient beings are in peril of losing our home on this planet. All four leggeds, two 
leggeds, creepy crawlies, all slitherers, undulate sea creatures and winged ones -  all of 
us will perish without humans re-establishing our symbiotic relationships with our planet,  
our galaxy and the entire cosmos.
 
How do we open ourselves to enhanced visioning, embodied intuition, and inspired 
actions, leading to outstanding and beyond measurable results?
  
We offer over 10 days, a deep dive into yourSelf, your gathered community and into 
nature. Through transformative practices developed to open our chakras, our meridians, 
our nadis, our cerebrospinal fluid flow,  we gradually shift into subtle sensing and 
silence, our brains sing Gratitude! for oxygen & movement. To sensing Self as radically 
alive, alert, aware, attuned, attentive, attractive & attracted. All preparation for Action.

We weave together these 10 days on the ancient slopes of Mottarone, while viewing 
Monte Rosa Northern Italy, at Centro d’Ompio, Pettenasco, above Lago d’Orta.  

Days 1-5 include highly experiential, evocative practices designed for physical and 
metaphysical clearing. Practices included: Vibrance Dance & Breathwork, Sound 
Healing, Temazcal (Sweat Lodge), Fire Circle, Sharing through Conscious and Effective 
Gestalt Communication and Talking Stick

Days 6-10 include Silent time in Nature, Personal Inquiry practices, Watsu, Visioning 
Future into Presence, Story Telling, Mandala drawing, Reiki & an introduction to 
Touching Essence™.

What to expect:



An extraordinary transformative experience, resonance with nature, new life-long 
friendships, a return to childlike awe and wonder, immersion into Centro’s community, 
star-filled moon bathing nights, and an opportunity to spend less time ‘on the grid’.
Sleeping in three different locations: Standard Centro Housing, 2 nights in the 
Dreamtime Dome, and 3 nights in Casa Felicina, offering us a unique taste of life at 
Centro d’Ompio.

Ways to Join Us:
Entire program: 9 nights, 10 days: 1995.00 USD or 1,700 Euros. 
Shorter Stay: 6 nights, 7 days: 1750.00 USD or 1,500 Euros
Included in Price:
Tuition & Time with the five elders leading this intensive
Shared housing
Three Italian organic vegetarian (with ovo/lacto) meals daily, with fruit available 
throughout the day.
Use of Centro’s pool, sauna,  library and community room
Fire circle & Temazcal (Sweat Lodge)

Not Included: Transportation to and from Centro.

Travel Information: Visit: www.Ompio.org for details.
 
 
 Sample daily schedule:
 
7:00-9:00           Vibrance Practice (optional and highly recommended)
9:00-10:00         Morning Nutrition break
10:00 - 13:00     Workshop
13:00 - 16:30     Rest, Relax, Swim, On Your Own
16:30-   18:30    Class
19:00                 Dinner

Variations will include evenings of a Fire Circle, Temazcal (Sweat Lodge), Dream Time 
Incubation. Adjustments will be made to accommodate these rituals and ceremonies.

Info & registrations:

TACTUS
www.cumtactus.it tactus@cumtactus.it 
http://cumtactus.it/calendario-contatti-links-video/

MOVINGVENTURES
www.movingventures.org
https://www.movingventures.org/contact.html

http://www.ompio.org/
https://www.movingventures.org/contact.html
http://www.movingventures.org/
http://cumtactus.it/calendario-contatti-links-video/
mailto:tactus@cumtactus.it
http://www.cumtactus.it/

